CLIQ® Local Manager
Locally installed software for managing
one or multiple CLIQ locking systems

CLIQ Local Manager - the perfect locally
installed access control system for small
to medium sized businesses

The locally installed CLIQ Local Manager software is used for the day-to-day
management of CLIQ master key systems. With it, system managers can
perform a variety of tasks based on the specific needs of their environment,
managing access rights of user keys locally via desktop programming devices.

INTUITIVE SOFTWARE

A comfortable, intuitive and user friendly
system that allows you to operate your
business’ access control easily

IMPROVED SECURITY

A more secure access control system due
to state-of-the-art future proof design,
allowing the administrator to allocate
access authorizations or collect audit trails

COMPATIBILITY

The software that can be perfectly
used with any common computer

Components of a CLIQ Local Manager locking system

Software to manage access rights for
multiple users, doors and time periods
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Desktop programming devices to remotely
transfer and update access rights for keys

Locally installed management
software for single and multiple
CLIQ master key systems

Suitable for small
and medium
sized businesses

Compatible with any
common Windows
computer

Programmable, battery-powered keys

Wide range of programmable cylinders and
padlocks for different access points
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Key features of your CLIQ Local Manager
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Easily block lost or stolen keys

Supported by the ABLOY CLIQ
Competence centre

Integrated administration of
mechanical components

Personalised view settings
to help with intuitive usage
and easy navigation

High security through personalized
programming keys and PIN codes

Based on current Microsoft
technology including
constant development

Retrieve audit trail information

Extended time schedules with
32 programmable slots
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How does CLIQ Local Manager make life
easier for system administrators?

Plug-and-play activation
CLIQ Local Manager is simple to set up, even
if you’re completely new to CLIQ.
Fast migration
eCLIQ Hardware with Local Manager is compatible
with CLIQ Web Manager software out-of-the-box
so upgrading in the future is a simple process.
Administrator personalization
A personalized CLIQ Local Manager screen
for every administrator. All the information
you need is right in front of you.
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Easy operation
A flat menu structure encourages intuitive use and
navigation. New search functionality delivers fast
data search results for people, keys and locks.
User notifications
CLIQ Local Manager lets you set reminders, so you
never forget an important task again. It boosts
your daily workflow efficiency.
Flexible and time-saving
CLIQ Local Manager enables a faster and
more flexible access control process,
allowing changes to be done upfront
without the presence of the keyholder.

eCLIQ electronic key system

Wide range of products
Due to the modular design of the eCLIQ core, the
already extensive range is easily extended and
we will continue to grow the range of available
components as the demand requires.

Non-Volatile
A memory bank in each lock contains the most
recent audit trail history, time stamped due to the
time quartz in the key - which also records each
transaction in real time.

Maintenance Free Operation
An internal lubrication resevoir ensures 100%
maintenance free operation for 200,000 access
cycles.

High Security
On top of the obvious advantage of deleting lost
keys, eCLIQ has been tested to the highest grade
of BS EN 15684 and boasts ATEX approval and VdS
approval.
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The ASSA ABLOY Group is the global leader
in access solutions. Every day, we help billions
of people experience a more open world.

ABLOY UK
Portobello Works
School Street
Willenhall
WV13 3PW
United Kingdom
01902 364 500		
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cliq@abloy.co.uk		

http://www.abloy.co.uk
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ASSA ABLOY Opening Solutions leads
the development within door openings
and products for access solutions in
homes, businesses and institutions. Our
offering includes doors, door and window
hardware, locks, access control and service.

